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Fox Robotics Pleased with Cetec ERP’s “User-Friendly”
Software System

TWITTER PITCH: “Austin-based Fox Robotics loves the modern look and user-friendly
interface of @CetecERP.”

SUMMARY: “As Austin-Texas based Fox Robotics implements Cetec ERP, they are
streamlining their business processes with its user-friendly interface.”

Austin, TX (10 April 2023) -

Fox Robotics is in the business of making autonomous forklifts to make it possible for
people to do more with less. With their recent implementation of the manufacturing
and accounting web-based business suite Cetec ERP, they are now also able to grow
their business more for less cost than most traditional ERPs out there.

Just a few short months ago, Fox Robotics was struggling to keep up with their daily
business operations, essentially using spreadsheets for most of their processes.
Unable to move forward with certain steps of production without the ability to track
and build sub-assemblies ahead of time, Fox Robotics quickly realized they needed an
ERP system to keep growing.

A group of engineers started Fox Robotics in 2017 with the goal of making robots that
work. They wanted to create a company that could keep up with the fast-paced world
of automation and build safe and intelligent robotic forklifts at scale. Fox Robotics
believes that by employing robots to work alongside humans, you can expect more
consistent operations, greater productivity, and lower labor costs. Their goal is for
employees to experience safer working conditions and fewer repetitive tasks,
improving overall workplace satisfaction.

Cetec ERP specializes in solutions for the work order tracking and scheduling
problems that growing companies like Fox Robotics run into. Cetec ERP is a
cost-efficient, more modern web-based alternative compared to price-heavy and
outdated providers like NetSuite/Oracle and SAP. With the help of Cetec ERP, Fox
Robotics can now track subassemblies and has effective processes in place to
continue growing and expanding. Carissa Washam, Purchasing and Inventory Control
Manager at Fox Robotics, says she’s worked with a lot of ERPs in the past, and Cetec
ERP stands out.

“Cetec is definitely a lot more user friendly than other ERPs that I’ve worked with. I really like
that it’s web-based,” says Carissa Washam.

https://foxrobotics.com/


Cetec ERP Senior Sales Consultant Tanner Rogers was instrumental in the
implementation of Cetec ERP at Fox Robotics. Washam says they chose to do a gradual
ERP implementation, with the adoption of purchasing and receiving first, then
production, and then finally quality and operations. She says that doing the
implementation in stages helped everyone at Fox Robotics get comfortable with the
new processes.

“A lot of our engineers mentioned how great the Cetec implementation was with the complete
training. We’re local, so we got to do most of our training in-person, on-site which was really
awesome to be able to connect and get our questions answered in real-time. We were able to get
some play time in before we went live. The implementation went really smoothly.-Carissa
Washam, Purchasing & Inventory Control Manager at Fox Robotics

The above photo shows a Fox Robotics automatic forklift.

Quote from Carissa Washam, Purchasing & Inventory Control Manager at Fox
Robotics: “Cetec is definitely a lot more user friendly than other ERPs that I’ve worked with. I
really like that it’s web-based.”

SCREENSHOT OF CETEC ERP APPLICATION:



Screenshot of Cetec ERP’s mobile, web-native manufacturing ERP business suite.

LINKS:
URL: http://cetecerp.com
TWITTER: @CetecERP
FACEBOOK: https://www.facebook.com/cetecerp/
LINKEDIN: https://www.linkedin.com/company/1981742
YOUTUBE: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UChTRZcocsRZKt9gwTDIrMaA

ABOUT CETEC ERP:
Cetec ERP is disrupting a stagnant, high dollar industry that has resisted change for
decades. Since 2015, and without any major marketing initiatives or venture capital
funding, Cetec ERP has independently migrated hundreds of companies off legacy
technology platforms like Oracle and NetSuite, saving companies hundreds of
thousands of dollars, onto a new generation of lower cost ERP technology.

ABOUT FOX ROBOTICS:
Established in 2017, Fox Robotics is on a mission to make robots that work. Their
robotic forklifts are human multipliers: They make it possible for people to do more
with less while also creating safer and more efficient working conditions. Doing more
with less is how they hope to future-proof supply chain workflows, grow the economy,
and provide higher-paying jobs. Their vision is to lead the industry in autonomous
pallet workflows. They imagine a world in which humans and robots collaborate to
improve workplace safety and productivity.

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UChTRZcocsRZKt9gwTDIrMaA

